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Clymer motorcycle repair manuals can save you money on maintenance and repair bills.

Step-by-step procedures and detailed illustrations guide you through every job, from maintenance

and troubleshooting, all the way to complete teardown and rebuild.â€¢ General information â€¢

Troubleshooting â€¢ Tune-up and routine maintenance â€¢ Engines â€¢ Clutch â€¢ Transmission

and gearshift mechanisms â€¢ Fuel injection system, emissions controls and exhaust systems â€¢

Electrical system â€¢ Cooling system â€¢ Front suspension and steering â€¢ Rear suspension and

final drive â€¢ Brakes â€¢ Frame, body and frame repainting â€¢ Supplements â€¢ Wiring Diagrams
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Best you can buy related to Shovelheads. Everything you need isthere , if you ride a Shovel your

either rich enough to pay your Harley Dealer or you own this manual.Price is unbeatable , they're

offered for up to 60$.

Much better than spending the money for the HD manuals which are written for professional

mechanics. Language and pics are great. Great troubleshooting steps for entire bike in the 2nd

chapter. Colored wiring diagrams. No Shovelhead owner, non-professional mechanic, should be

without it.

Can bounce around between models a bit, but better than the Haynes version. Don't agree with

those who say it's the best book ever!, but maybe it is the best of those out there. Index is better



than Haynes manual.

Good book with lots of information and pictures. I have found that the Official Harley manuals are

easier to follow and understand. The Clymer is the next Best with the only down fall being that you

have to jump from chapter to chapter to complete repairs. Avoid the Hayes books. They are very

short and offer the least amount of information.

The best part of this manual is the wiring diagram, full color easy to read, then the different specs

are OK, but as far as any torque specs, hang it up, if you don't know if the stator is left or right hand

thread, your out of luck, take it off and put it on is all this book said, but its a pretty book

Only had the manual for a few weeks and it's already come in handy a few times. I have two

shovels of different years and the book has seperate charts for each year (when there are

differences between years).

This book had everything I needed to assemble a basket case 1973 shovelhead. I probably could

have assembled it without the book but I canâ€™t always remember the tiny details. The book

arrived on the day  promised.

The Clymer Harley-Davidson Repair Manual is a typical repair manual. Not nearly as much detail or

information as a Service Manual but does cover most of the basics. Would like to see more specifics

on my particular model, but I suppose sales of manuals covering only one model would not justify

the printing costs.
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